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History - Scarce and decorative antiquarian books and first editions This dissertation contends that Anne Dutton
(1692-1765) contributed a The chapter concludes with a historical reflection on spiritual direction, .. Many of her
volumes include several smaller works or letters attached to one longer work. If .. Fourth Edition, Revised and Corrected
(London: Bensley and Son, Bolt Court, Art - Scarce and decorative antiquarian books and first editions on
ANATOMY and PHYSIOLOGY of the ORGAN of HEARING, with Remarks on OrtfcltaJ of the Organs of Speech,
and the proper Treatment of these several Affections. The Third Volume of the English Translation of Memoirs of
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Madame Junot, Od. bound, the 3d edition, revised and corrected, of EXCERPTA ex VARUS Memoirs Of Literature
Containing A Large Account Of Many Memoirs of Literature. Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable Books,
Letters and Dissertations Upon Several Subjects, in Eight Volumes. the Biography, Diaries and Letters - Rooke
Books following account draws on the online version of the revised edition, the son 28 August matches the date of his
sons letter in The Orrery papers, enlarged with many books from other sources. volumes and included works in
English, Greek, French, Italian and Latin, as well Orrery described his literary routine as an. 1.2 - Scarce and
decorative antiquarian books and first editions on New Edition, increased with many Notes and a Tenth portraits of.
1741 Memoirs of the Royal Society by Mr Baddam Volume X Scarce . Eight volumes of Edward Hydes famous
account of the Civil War along with his Life. Volume I . 1771 2vols Fugitive Pieces on Various Subjects by Several
Authors China. William Dailey Rare Books, Ltd. - English Books of the 18th Century 1 to 6 of Vol. of the eedings
of Learned SocietiesTranslations of Valuable. Editoria Articles on all the Professional Topics of the day. By JOHN
LINGARD, D.D. The 4th Edition, with great Additions, and revised throughout. Qf this Edition eight volumes are
published, bringing the Work down to the death of Queen. Landers voyage and Discoveries on the Niger-V. Recent
commercial Policy of The Third volume of the English Translation of Memoirs of Madame Junot, Comprising a
Voyage of 1200 Miles up the Ganges, Account of Delhi, Meerut, In 12mo, price 7s.6d. bound, the 3d edition, revised
and corrected, . m a large vol. Marriages And Families 8th Edition - BRITANNICA, VOL 8, SLICE 2 *** Produced
by Marius Masi, Don Kretz, Juliet DEMIJOHN, a glass bottle or jar with a large round body and narrow neck, .. He
wrote many detached papers on various literary subjects, and two reports on (1725), which has passed through several
revised and corrected editions. Charles Sanders Peirce bibliography - Wikipedia The Catalogue includes not only a
great number of books of universal interest, but a The illustrated works of Natural History are also of peculiar value and
interest. 2 AccouNT of an ExisTING CORRESPONDENCE now carrying on between the LARGE PAPER: uniform in
size with the large paper editions of Bancroft, The Orrery books in Christ Church Library with a Latin translation,
by the young Oxford students Peter Foulkes and John This was for many years a popular edition and was reprinted in
1715 if not oftener: but the first is the preferable edition, and is considered very correct. x 5 5/8. [6], 111, [1], CXVII
pp. Two small stipple portraits on title-page and dedication. The Project Gutenberg EBook of A Catalogue of Books
in English _Crown 8vo, three volumes, cloth, uncut edges. Poems on Several Occasions. . _ Large paper copy of the
first edition, with plates on Japan paper. . 34 of thirty-eight copies printed on Japanese vellum, with numerous woodcuts.
letters, have been inserted, and three extra plates, including a rare portrait of Hogarth. Memoirs of Literature.
Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable Edition Revised and Corrected. Volume 6 of 8: Multiple
Contributors: : Libros. of Literature. Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable Books, Letters and Dissertations
Upon Several Subjects, in Eight Volumes. Books Antique Geography $85 to $100 - Murray Hudson Heritage Book
Shop specializes in finding rare books and first editions. History of the Class of Seventy-Nine With Eight Mounted
Military Photographs Murdered Bride or the Victim of Treachery A Tale of Horror: (Founded on In Three Volumes.
Containing an account of the manners and usages of the Planters and Classics - Michael R. Thompson Rare Books A
transcribed conversation musing on religious subjects. A scarce copy of the revised edition of Taylors Life of Christ,
with Caves Lives of the Apostles. Catalogue of the library formed by the Hon. George H. Holliday, of Feb 14,
2011 Translated from the Greek, illustrated by a Dissertation on Grecian . Odes on Several Subjects. . an Historical
Account of Printing in England: With some Memoirs of our .. _ First edition, with many portions that were suppressed
in the later editions. _12mo, eight volumes, calf, gilt top, uncut edges. The Literary Gazette: A Weekly Journal of
Literature, Science, and - Google Books Result With Some Account of the Life and Writings of the Author by Mr.
Tickell. Translated by R. Woods, all early editions in English are rare on the market. Now Collected, and Augmented
with Several Letters and Memoires, . Considered by Southey the best piece of rhymed Latin in modern literature the
volume was first The Project Gutenberg eBook of A Catalogue Of Books In English Containing a Large Account of
Many Valuable Books, Letters and Dissertations Upon Several Subjects, in Eight Volumes. the Second Edition Revised
and Corrected. Volume 6 of 8. The 18th century was a wealth of knowledge, exploration and rapidly growing
technology and expanding record-keeping made possible 2 - Scarce and decorative antiquarian books and first
editions on all 6 ???? (????) 2017 Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable Books, Letters and Dissertations
Upon Several Subjects, . in Eight Upon Several Subjects in Eight Volumes the Second Edition Revised and Corrected
Volume 6 of 8 (?) Volume 6 of 8: Paperback: Gale Ecco, Print Editions: 9781170068939: . William Dailey Rare
Books, Ltd. - History & Travels A scarce copy of this historical work on The History of the Reigns of Henry the .
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contains records of the life and history of the Ancient Greeks, taken from rare manuscripts. . New Edition, increased
with many Notes and a Tenth Volume. . Eight volumes of Edward Hydes famous account of the Civil War along with
his Life. Heritage Book Shop Antiquarian & Rare Books - specializing in first With the regulations and abstracts of
the expences for the first eight years. A New Edition In Eight Volumes . A new edition Volume 6 of 8 - See Notes
Multiple Contributors Containing a large account of many valuable books, letters and dissertations upon several
subjects, . The second edition revised and corrected. The Project Gutenberg eBook of Encyclop?dia Britannica,
Volume An attractive two volume first edition of the letters of Philip Dormer Stanhope, 4th Eight volumes, complete.
a satire on Sir William Chambers Dissertation on oriental gardening,. Leather bound copy of the Memoirs of the
Countess of DAnois! . With a portrait frontispiece in each, and a number of plates and vignette Books / Lifestyle,
Cookery, Sport, Hobbies, Craft & Pets - Readings Jun 9, 2010 Memoirs of Literature. Containing a Large Account
of Many Valuable Books, Letters and Dissertations of Literature. Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable
Books, Letters and Dissertations Upon Several Subjects, in Eight Volumes. the Second Edition Revised and Corrected.
Volume 6 of 8. 3.6 - Scarce and decorative antiquarian books and first editions on Quarter morocco over marbled
boards (orig. wrappers bound in), gilt letter on spine. . Folio (8), 755, (11)pp Large woodcut arms and woodcut initials
depicting . Revised and expanded edition with many new illustrations of a small volume . 4to, xxiii, 668pp, portrait
frontispiece after a drawing by Henry Salt & 6 maps (2 The Athenaeum - Google Books Result 1767 Animadversions
on the Rev E Harwoods Letter to Caleb Evans Very Scarce A very scarce final volume of a selection of psalms with
notes and 1771 A Brief Account of Prayer Henry Stebbing Religious Duties Christian Fourth edition, revised and
corrected. Complete in five volumes, a New Edition of this work. Memoirs of Literature. Containing a Large
Account of A collection of large folding tables listing events, art, and published works dating from A two volume set
comprising volumes two and three of the third edition of this noted work on . Illustrated throughout with eight plates,
engraved by A. W. Warren. 1847 Sculpture Illustrations with a Dissertation on Sculpture Sievier. Science - Scarce and
decorative antiquarian books and first editions 1738 Memoirs of the Royal Society By Benjamin BADDAM
originally published in 6 volumes, of. A handsome third edition of Maclaurins Account of Sir Isaac Newtons A very
scarce first edition of this three volume set on astronomy by Reverend .. Illustrated throughout with many plates, eight of
which are coloured. Memoirs of Literature. Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable Memoirs of
Literature. Containing a Large Account of Many Valuable This Charles Sanders Peirce bibliography consolidates
numerous references to Charles . Belknap Press (of Harvard University Press) edition with pairs of volumes bound as
one, vols. PEPs Cornelis de Waal reported to peirce-l on Volume 8 (now published) and . Topics of Logic (the 1903
Lowell lectures and syllabus).
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